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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Microstructure evolution due to irradiation in a nuclear reactor can have a dramatic effect on material properties. A better understanding of this evolution is necessary for developing improved nuclear fuels and materials. In the current scoping study we evaluate the influence of irradiation induced defects on the recrystallization temperature of a single component fuel surrogate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Microstructural transformations of nuclear fuel can be dramatically influenced by irradiation. Key examples include radiation induced grain subdivision in silicide fuel [1] and radiation induced spinodal-like decomposition in metallic fuel [2]. In the current scoping study we evaluate the influence of irradiation induced defects on the recrystallization temperature of a single component fuel surrogate. Recrystallization occurs in both oxide and metallic fuel and can cause dramatic changes in material properties [3,4,5].

The surrogate sample considered in the current modeling-based study was taken to have microstructure dominated by dislocations, representative of that found in metallic fuel under irradiation. Typically, under irradiation dislocations multiply due to a dislocation sink bias for interstitials. The strain energy associated with dislocation production coupled with high temperatures cause the material to recrystallize, much in the same way highly deformed metals recrystallize. However, uniformly introducing dislocations in bulk samples is not possible using ion beams and is extraordinarily costly and time consuming using a test reactor. As an alternative we considered a case where dislocations are introduced by deformation. Specifically we consider a microstructure representative of that found in a body center cubic metal subjected rolling deformation. It is important to note that a rolling microstructure pairs nicely with previous and planned experiments using a resonant ultrasound spectroscopic instrument (RUSL) currently under development within the I2 program.

2. METHODS

There have been several studies that demonstrate that radiation damage brings about an acceleration in the recrystallization process [6-8]. Essentially radiation damage creates a large number of vacancies and interstitials. These point defects lead to an enhancement of the mass diffusion coefficient. Because recrystallization is a diffusion controlled process, radiation enhanced diffusion results in a lowering of the recrystallization temperature. Following the work of Zinkle et al. [8], a prediction of the shift in temperature can be made by assuming that accelerated recrystallization is solely driven by radiation enhanced diffusion. This approach involves calculating the thermal diffusion coefficient required to bring about recrystallization. For example, Fig. 1 shows the predicted diffusion coefficient for a copper alloy. Without irradiation, this alloy recrystallizes at 480°C. The thermal diffusion coefficient at this temperature is $3 \times 10^{-19}$ m$^2$/s. During ion irradiation at $2 \times 10^{-3}$ dpa/s, the radiation diffusion coefficient equals $3 \times 10^{-19}$ m$^2$/s at a temperature ~ 300°C. The shift in irradiation temperature is ~ 180°C.
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Figure 1. Predicted shift in the recrystallization temperature of a copper alloy due to radiation enhanced diffusion. From Zinkle et al. [8].
To calculate the influence of irradiation on recrystallization temperature we use a simple model of radiation-enhanced diffusivity. The system is simplified with point defect kinetics [3], which described the time variation of vacancy ($C_v$) and interstitial ($C_i$) concentrations based on production, recombination, and losses at sinks.

\[ \frac{dC_v}{dt} = K_0 - K_{iv}C_iC_v - K_{vs}C_vC_s \]  

\[ \frac{dC_i}{dt} = K_0 - K_{iv}C_iC_v - K_{is}C_iC_s \]  

(1)  

(2)

where $K_0$ is the defect production rate, $K_{iv}$ is the vacancy-interstitial recombination rate coefficient, $K_{vs}$ is the vacancy-sink reaction rate coefficient, and $K_{is}$ is the interstitial-sink reaction rate coefficient. At steady state when the time derivation becomes zero, the concentrations are written as:

\[ C_{vs}^{ss} = -\frac{K_{is}C_s}{2K_{iv}} + \left[ \frac{K_0K_{is}}{K_{iv}K_{vs}} + \frac{K_{is}^2C_s^2}{4K_{iv}^2} \right]^{1/2} \]  

\[ C_{is}^{ss} = -\frac{K_{vs}C_s}{2K_{iv}} + \left[ \frac{K_0K_{vs}}{K_{iv}K_{is}} + \frac{K_{vs}^2C_s^2}{4K_{iv}^2} \right]^{1/2} \]  

(3)  

(4)

Because interstitial diffusivity is normally much larger than that of vacancy, $K_{iv}$ can be written as:

\[ K_{iv} = \frac{z_{iv}aD_i}{a^2} \]  

(5)

Considering that dislocations are the only sinks within a grain and defect-dislocation reaction is diffusion controlled, the following expressions are used to solve Eqs. 3-4.

\[ K_{vs} = \frac{2\pi D_v}{\ln(R/R_{vd})} \]  

\[ K_{is} = \frac{2\pi D_i}{\ln(R/R_{id})} \]  

(6)  

(7)

Where, $R = 1/\sqrt{\pi\bar{\rho}}$, $D = D_0\exp\left(\frac{-E_m}{k_BT}\right)$

All other parameter definitions and values are provided in Table 1. The dislocation density for the fine-textured pure copper sample was not measured, hence the dislocation density is estimated to be $1.0 \times 10^{15}$ /m$^2$ [4]. Then, assuming correlation jumps are neglected, the radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient can be obtained as:

\[ D_{rad} = D_vC_v + D_iC_i \]  

(8)
Table 1. Parameters used in the point defect kinetics model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy migration barrier $E_m^v$</td>
<td>0.71 eV</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial migration barrier $E_m^i$</td>
<td>0.12 eV</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy formation energy $E_f^v$</td>
<td>1.3 eV</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice parameter $a$</td>
<td>3.61 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic volume $\Omega$</td>
<td>11.7615 Å³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislocation density $\rho$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{15}$/m²</td>
<td>See text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy-interstitial interaction factor $z_{iv}$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy-dislocation capture radius $R_{vd}$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial-dislocation capture radius $R_{id}$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect survival fraction from primary damage</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial diffusion pre-factor $D_0^i$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$ cm²/s</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancy diffusion pre-factor $D_0^v$</td>
<td>0.25 cm²/s</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature $T$</td>
<td>Varying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS

3.1 Irradiation in reactor conditions

Given the parameters in Table 1, $D_{\text{rad}}$ is calculated considering various dose rates (i.e. different radiation conditions) including

- TREAT reactor at 100 kW: $1.83 \times 10^{-10}$ dpa/s
- TREAT reactor at 2 MW: $3.66 \times 10^{-9}$ dpa/s
- NRAD reactor at 0.25 MW: $6.7 \times 10^{-10}$ dpa/s

Figure 2 depicts the results. At 500° K there is very little difference between the thermal diffusion coefficient and the radiation enhanced coefficient. Note that the thermal diffusivity in the plot only considers bulk diffusion, and does not include fast diffusion pathways such as grain boundaries. The transition temperature where $D_{\text{rad}}$ begins to dominate $D_{\text{thermal}}$ varies with dose rates, marked in Figure 2. This temperature range is between 460° K to 500° K. Below these temperatures, radiation can enhance diffusion, and as a consequence accelerate the recrystallization process. However, in the experiment, it turns out that these radiation conditions exhibited negligible effect on the recrystallization process around the test recrystallization temperature of 150° C (423° K) [10]. Such a contradiction may highlight the importance of other diffusion routes, such as grain boundaries that are abundant in the heavily textured sample. For comparison we have plotted the expected grain boundary diffusivity for textured Fe, the slope of which is the migration energy (dashed line in Fig. 2). At low temperatures, grain boundary
diffusion is the dominant diffusion mode, while at high temperature, bulk diffusion becomes dominant because of a much larger volume fraction. If grain boundary diffusion were considered, the intersection between $D_{\text{rad}}$ and $D_{\text{thermal}}$ would occur at a lower value of $T$ (i.e. higher $1/T$). This implies, with or without these low dose rate radiation conditions, the diffusion behavior is similar due to grain boundary diffusion. Hence, to observe a clear contrast between irradiated and unirradiated cases, it is recommended to lower the temperature or increase the dose rate. However, lowering the temperature may bring ensuing consequences such as amorphization. Therefore, increasing the dose rate using ion irradiation could be a viable approach.

### 3.2 Proton irradiation

Proton irradiation is proposed to examine the recrystallization process due to its high dose rate and long-range penetration. We use ion conditions typical of the 3 MV Pelletron Accelerator located at Sandia National Laboratory. We chose this ion beam facility because of the potential of utilizing a transient grating spectroscopy instrument to monitor changes in elastic properties during ion irradiation. The capacity of the accelerator at Sandia National Laboratory is given below:

- **Proton Energy**: single eVs to 4.5 MeV.
- **Beam flux $f$**: $5 \times 10^{11}$ ions/(cm²s) to $1 \times 10^{13}$ ions/(cm²s).
The dose rate and proton range can be estimated with the SRIM/TRIM package [11] with recommended settings based on [12]. These settings include Cu as base material, incident H$^+$ ions, lattice binding energy 0 eV, displacement threshold energy 30 eV [13], quick mode, and 99999 ions for statistics. Figure 3 demonstrates the defect production along the depth. It can be seen for 4 MeV protons, the penetration depth (60 microns) is much larger than that of 2 MeV protons (20 microns). Considering a bulk polycrystalline sample, a larger depth is preferred to eliminate surface effects. Hence, 4 MeV is likely to

Figure 3. Radiation SRIM/TRIM estimation of defect production. Left: using 4 MeV proton to Cu layer, Right: using 2 MeV proton to Cu layer.

Figure 4. Radiation enhanced diffusion at various dose rates including proton irradiation ($2.37 \times 10^{-7}$ dpa/s). The blue line marks the presumable fast diffusion path through grain boundaries with a lower activation barrier than that of bulk diffusion. 150° C marks the temperature where previous recrystallization experiments were conducted.
be used for irradiation. The defect production rate across the plateau region is around $2 \times 10^{-5}/(\cdot\text{A} \cdot \text{ion})$. Therefore, the dose rate can be estimated to be $2.37 \times 10^{-7}$ dpa/s, assuming beam flux $1 \times 13$ ions/(cm$^2$·s).

$D_{\text{rad}}$ for proton irradiation has been plotted in Figure 4 on top of the neutron radiation conditions (Figure 2). The saturation of the radiation enhanced diffusivity with decreasing temperature (increasing 1/T) is due to the fact that vacancies are always being created regardless of the irradiation temperature. However, because we have neglected grain boundary diffusion, the correct relationship in this region most likely is not captured. If only bulk diffusion is considered, we would expect to see a radiation induced change in the recrystallization below about 250°C (see horizontal dashed line labeled A). For comparison, an estimate of the grain boundary diffusion in polycrystal Cu is plotted as a blue line in the figure. The estimate is based on the Arrhenius relation with an activation energy around 0.88 eV [14] and assumes a 10 micron grain size versus a 5 angstrom grain boundary width. Based on this estimate, grain boundary diffusion is dominant for temperatures in the range of about 400°C down to about 140°C where the grain boundary diffusion curve and the radiation enhanced diffusion curve intersect. We would expect to see radiation effects at temperatures below this. At 120°C, for example, the diffusion would increase from about $1 \times 10^{-23}$ m$^2$/s (dashed line labeled B) to $5 \times 10^{-22}$ m$^2$/s under proton irradiation. We can conclude that for radiation effects to be noticeable, an appropriate temperature for a given experiment would require an accurate estimation of the diffusion including grain boundary effects (based on the final textured sample). A temperature below the intersection of the normal and radiation enhanced diffusion could then be selected. The duration of the transformation should also be considered. Based on this simple analysis, it appears that the dose rate provided by proton irradiation is sufficient to see an influence on recrystallization of polycrystal Cu.
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